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Face Bricks

Now offering delivery options countrywide

Brindle Double

Light BrindleRed Rustic

Dark Brindle

Multi-Special

Light brownish face 
bricks for super 
structure. Very solid 
and weatherproof. 
Can be used for all 
exterior walls 
without the need to 
plaster. 

Bright reddish 
coloured face brick 
manufactured in 
standard brick 
dimentions. Mostly 
used for exterior 
walls and durawalls 

Face bricks for super 
structure. Much 
more beautiful and 
attractive than bricks 
used for the interior 
walls. They are very 
solid and 
weatherproof.

Bright coloured face 
brick that is 
manufactured in 
standard brick 
dimentions. Mostly 
used for exterior 
walls and durawalls 

Multi-coloured face 
bricks that can be 
used without plaster. 
They can be used for 
durawalls and 
window cills. They 
have a rustic 
appearance

A double size face 
brick for super 
structure. The length 
of the brick is twice 
its width and saves 
on bricklaying time. 

Brindle Smooth
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Commons & Industrials

Now offering delivery options countrywide

Clay bricks suitable 
for general building 
work that is to be 
plastered and are 
made with no special 
surface treatment.

Mainly used for super 
structure without the 
need to be plastered. 
The standard ones 
come in regular brick 
dimentions. Can be 
used to build from the 
foundation going up.

A deformed 
overburnt brick. Can 
also be used as a face 
brick. Clinkers have a 
unique uneven finish 
that can be used 
creatively for unique 
aesthetics. 

An engineering brick 
manufactured to 
strict dimension and 
quality tolerances. A 
brick for foundations 
also known as a load 
bearing brick.

A double size 
engineering brick 
manufactured to 
strict dimensions. 
The length of the 
brick is twice its 
width and saves on 
bricklaying time. Can 
be used as a face 
brick and can be 
painted over.

These are double size 
common bricks 
suitable for general 
building work that is 
plastered and are 
made with no special 
surface treatment.

Black Spotted Commons

Industrial DoubleCommon Double

ClinkerIndustrials



Half bricks

Pavers

Bullnose

A SAZ and Claybrick Association
accredited manufacturer

Macdonald Bricks is a Radar 
Holdings Limited Company

Bright reddish coloured face brick 
manufactured in standard brick 
dimentions. Mostly used for 
exterior walls and durawalls 

Bright coloured face brick that is 
manufactured in standard brick 
dimentions. Mostly used for 
exterior walls and durawalls 

A double size face brick for super 
structure. The length of the brick is 
twice its width and saves on 
bricklaying time. 
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